CLIENT

ZofzPCB (a 3D Gerber file viewer for PCB designers)

PROJECT

New website home page

OBJECTIVE

Build awareness and a user base, so as to gain feedback and
eventual sales for a more advanced version of the program

COPY EXCERPT
ZofzPCB: FREE 3D Gerber Viewer
The fastest, easiest, most intuitive way to check your PCB design…
before it goes to manufacturing
If you’re a PCB electronics designer, you know how
important it is to review your designs thoroughly before
sending them to manufacturing. It’s costly – and
embarrassing – to find design errors in a production
board.
You also know how difficult it is to really check
everything in CAD. You’re dealing with multiple layers,
so you can’t see everything at once. Plus, your CAD
program generates some structures automatically – you
don't see them while you’re in CAD. So it’s hard to
visualize your finished board.
Call or write CopyEngineer to receive
a PDF of the complete home page.
Or view it online at www.zofzpcb.com.

Of course, with experience and as you gain confidence
in your CAD package, un-caught errors become less
likely. But still…

Wouldn’t it be great if you could:






Look at your PCB design through a different set of eyes?
Get a completely different perspective than you get from CAD or a 2D Gerber viewer?
See your board just as it will look when it comes back from production?
Inspect it from any angle… just like holding the finished board in your hand?
Be able to “look between the layers” for hidden errors?

Well, now you can… with ZofzPCB.

A 3D Gerber Viewer that Gets “Between the Layers”
ZofzPCB is a FREE 3D Gerber viewer that shows you more than just how your board is
going to look. ZofzPCB lets you see inside your board – between the layers – so you can
give it a truly thorough inspection. It makes pre-production verification of your PCB designs
fast, easy, intuitive and fun.
With ZofzPCB you get:






Realistic 3D rendering from your Gerber files that shows you just how your finished
board will look and unveils errors that are difficult to detect in a 2D view,
Full 3D navigation via intuitive mouse and keyboard controls, so you can quickly
and easily view any point on the board from any angle you choose,
Color scheme selection that lets you assign colors to structures in different ways,
Layer ON/OFF and PEEL functions, which let you remove any design layers that
are in your way,
Material density, hollowing and layer spread controls that let you “look between
the layers” and verify connections between them…
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